Be Seen, Be Read, Be Found
Our powerful semantic web
technologies allow you to leverage
your content value and carry out
your vision today.

See how it works: BSAVA Case Study

Ingenta Edify makes it easier than ever to connect your audience with the research and information
they need. As a full-service scholarly publishing solution, it provides a user-friendly option for creating
and maintaining a sophisticated online presence that also supports an increased global reach and
business growth.
The content-agnostic platform automatically supports standard and non-standard formats. Upload,
organize, and publish a diverse range of traditional and digital content types--from journals and books
to conference proceedings, videos, and podcasts.
•
•

•
•

User-friendly: Robust, easy-to-use self-service tools require no special technology expertise or
experience for administrators and end users.
Discoverability and enrichment: Integrated SEO optimization and tagging mechanisms enhance
content visibility on search engines and within the platform. Edify’s groundbreaking framework
also provides a more interactive and engaging experience by exploiting relationships between
different content types.
Design flexibility: Use one of our prebuilt templates or a custom layout, all aligned with your
brand and look.
Revenue growth: Unlock new income streams, increase your customer base, and add to your
content’s value.

•

Support and development: Get dedicated assistance during implementation and beyond. A
focus on continuous improvement and new technologies ensures your Edify site is always up to
date.

User-friendly
Edify incorporates intuitive design and tools to ensure that both administrative and end users can
quickly grasp and perform a variety of functions.
Administration tools provide the ability to manage every aspect of your site—design, content, users,
access, third party distribution, pricing and licenses, and content staging, review, and approval. The
platform also includes rich data analytics capabilities, supporting insights that can drive greater
personalization, marketing opportunities, and more. These include:
•
•
•

COUNTER compliant tabular and SUSHI statistics
Usage statistics
Integration with third-party analytics systems

End users have access to a variety of tools to customize functions and preferences, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create and manage profile
Purchase content and view order history
Add and manage favorites
Sign up for and manage alerts – new content, citation, correction, search alerts
Set up saved searches and search alerts
Export citations in multiple formats
Integration with social media
Integration with annotation and commenting services
Redeem access tokens and offer codes
Recommend a title to the librarian

Discoverability and Enrichment
Traditional methods of scholarly publishing do not support the rich, interlinked relationships between
content that are possible through digital publishing. To fully exploit the possibilities of digital search
and discovery, Edify uses a datacentric model that incorporates concepts, properties, and relationships
alongside journal titles, article topics/titles, issue numbers, etc., driving users toward related content
they might not otherwise have found.
Key features include:

•
•
•
•

Integrated SEO optimization out of the box, plus platform updates informed by our product
team’s regular meetings with Google
Full support for Google indexing recommendations
Powerful intuitive search with faceting, autosuggest, did you mean,” multilingual indexing and
searching, configurable relevance ranking, and much more
Third-party integrations with core scholarly tools such as Crossref, PubMed, PubMed Central,
library discovery systems, indexing systems, archiving solutions, and many more

Design Flexibility
Ingenta Edify allows for continuation and control of your brand through a suite of pre-built modern
design templates with a full set of configuration options as well as the ability to create your own
design. Both options are compliant with accessibility standards and provide support for multilingual
user interfaces.
Responsive web design supports a seamless and integrated user experience regardless of how the
reader is accessing your site or content. Users experience an elegant display on a variety of devices,
while optional customized products provide access via native apps or generic web compatibility,
regardless of device or operating system.

Revenue Growth
Make your content work for you—create more value, more opportunities, and more momentum.
Edify’s data storage technology allow you to offer your content at increasingly granular levels,
supporting bundled and a la carte purchase options.
In addition, the built-in and third-party data analytics resources supports user segmentation in
multiple ways, allowing you to shape content licensing around sales potential. With our agile, industrycompliant technology, you can capture new revenue streams by creating targeted, timed offers with
unprecedented flexibility.

Support and Development
Ingenta Edify comes with ample support to ensure smooth set-up and execution of your site, ongoing
upgrades and maintenance, and a road map to serve your needs now and into the future as your
business scales, and new technologies emerge.

A dedicated account manager serves as your point of contact for client, providing customized
assistance and solutions.
Our product development team is continually pursuing enhancements to refine and add to Edify’s
capabilities and ensuring compliance with all technology and legal standards.
Inquire or book a demo
Learn how to conquer your complex content publishing needs with a platform that is simple to use,
serves your audience’s needs, and supports your company’s growth. Contact us to book a demo or
arrange a conversation today.
Nick.Weir-Williams@ingenta.com, Director of Strategic Partnerships

+1 732 564 6891

